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Fantastic Beasts And Where To
Find Them The Original Screenplay
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them takes fans to
a new era in J.K. Rowling's Wizarding World, decades
before Harry Potter and half a world away. Inspired by
the Hogwarts textbook, Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them, written by J.K. Rowling's character, Newt
Scamander, the film follows a magical mix-up that takes
Newt on a chase around New York City looking for the
magical creatures that have escaped from his case. This
kit contains a collectible miniature replica of Newt's
leather case, complete with sound and hand movement
of the Niffler, along with a 48-page book of short profiles
of Newt and the beasts and full-color imagery from the
film.
J.K. Rowling's screenwriting debut is captured in this
exciting hardcover edition of the "Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them" screenplay. When Magizoologist
Newt Scamander arrives in New York, he intends his
stay to be just a brief stopover. However, when his
magical case is misplaced and some of Newt's fantastic
beasts escape, it spells trouble for everyone "Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them" marks the
screenwriting debut of J.K. Rowling, author of the
beloved and internationally bestselling Harry Potter
books. Featuring a cast of remarkable characters, this is
epic, adventure-packed storytelling at its very best.
Whether an existing fan or new to the wizarding world,
this is a perfect addition to any reader's bookshelf. "
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The film Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them takes
us to a new era in J. K. Rowling's wizarding world,
decades before Harry Potter and half a world away. This
folio presents piano solo/vocal arrangements of
selections from the film's sweeping score, penned by Alist composer James Newton Howard, and also includes
eight vibrant color pages of art from the movie.
Meet Newt, Tina, Queenie, Jacob, and many more in this
comprehensive character guide to Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them! Following a magical mix-up, British
Magizoologist Newt Scamander unwittingly finds himself
on a chase around New York City looking for magical
beasts. To set things right, Newt has to track down his
escaped magical creatures with the help of aspiring
baker Jacob Kowalski, as well as Tina and Queenie
Goldstein, two witches who work for the Magical
Congress of the United States of America. This chance
meeting of characters leads to an action-packed
adventure Newt won't soon forget.
An essential companion to the Harry Potter novels, now
fully illustrated! Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them, Newt Scamander's classic compendium of
magical creatures, has delighted generations of
wizarding readers. With this beautiful, large-scale new
edition illustrated in full color, Muggles too will have the
chance to discover where the Runespoor lives, what the
Puffskein eats, and why shiny objects should always be
kept away from the Niffler. Proceeds from the sale of this
book will go to Comic Relief and J.K. Rowling's
international charity, Lumos, which will do magic beyond
the powers of any wizard. If you feel that this is
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insufficient reason to part with your money, one can only
hope that passing wizards feel more charitable if they
see you being attacked by a Manticore.
How does magic in J. K. Rowling’s universe work?
Finally, the scientific secrets are revealed! The story of
the boy who lived has brought the idea of magic and
sorcery into mainstream fruition more than any other
book series in history. Modern muggle scientists have
uncovered explanations to the seemingly impossible,
including answers to such questions as: Will we ever see
an invisibility cloak? How hazardous is a flying
broomstick like the Nimbus 2000? How has medicine
made powerful potions from peculiar plants? (Felix
Felicis, anyone?) Can scientists ever demonstrate
Wingardium Leviosa, or the flying power of a Golden
Snitch? Is it possible to stupefy someone? And many
more! Often perceived as a supernatural force, magic
captivates and delights its audience because of its
seeming ability to defy physics and logic. But did you
ever wonder if science has any explanation for these
fantastic feats? The Science of Harry Potter examines
the scientific principles—behind some of your favorite
characters, spells, items, scenes, and even games like
Quidditch and Wizard’s Chess—from boy wizard Harry
Potter’s world, providing in-depth analysis and scientific
facts to support its theories. Author Mark Brake, whose
The Science of Star Wars was a knockout success, has
found the answers to satisfy the curious spirits of
muggles everywhere… A perfect Harry Potter gift for
anyone obsessed enough to stand in line to be the first
to see Harry Potter and the Cursed Child or Fantastic
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Beasts and Where to Find Them, witches and wizards
alike will be fascinated by the merging of this improbable
realm and real science!
Relive all the magic of Newt's world with this guidebook
featuring your favourite beasts, scenes and quotes from
the movie.
Learn all about Newt Scamander and the incredible film
from J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World, Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them. Peer inside Newt
Scamander’s enchanted suitcase, encounter marvelous
creatures, roam the streets of 1920s New York City, and
meet Newt’s fascinating friends! This magical scrapbook
takes readers on an interactive adventure through
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. Filled with
removable artifacts, such as wizarding newspapers,
posters, and other fascinating finds, this book has
something for everyone!

Written by J.K. Rowling as a fictitious author.
A collection of three books treasured by users of the
great library at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and
Wizardry: Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them, Newt Scamander's masterful work on magical
creatures; Quidditch Through the Ages, a
comprehensive history of the game and its rules; and
The Tales of Beedle the Bard, with an introduction
and illustrations by J.K. Rowling and extensive
commentary by Albus Dumbledore. A treasure trove
of magical facts and fairy tales, the Hogwarts Library
Collection is an essential companion to the Harry
Potter series. This collection includes the updated
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edition of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them,
with a new foreword from J.K. Rowling (writing as
Newt Scamander) and six new beasts! Comic Relief,
operating name Charity Projects, is a registered
charity in the UK with charity nos. 326568
(England/Wales) and SC039730 (Scotland). Lumos
Foundation is a registered charity in the UK with no.
1112575 (England/Wales) and in the USA (EIN
47-2301085). Both organisations work across the UK
and globally helping children and young people have
a better life. 15% of the proceeds* received by
Pottermore Limited from the Fantastic Beasts and
the Quidditch Through the Ages ebooks will be made
available to the charities and will be shared 20% for
Comic Relief and 80% for Lumos Foundation. At
least 90% of the proceeds* received by Pottermore
Limited from the Beedle the Bard ebook will be made
available by the publisher to Lumos Foundation.
*Proceeds means the cash-price or cash-equivalent
price less sales taxes.
Discusses the United States' prehistory, including
Native American life and early explorers such as
Christopher Columbus and Ponce de Leon.
Explore the Academy Award-nominated Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them in this intricately
illustrated black & white gallery of characters and
scenes from the film and designs used in its making,
which is officially licensed by Warner Bros.
Consumer Products. From the bustling city streets
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and buildings of a vibrant 1926 New York to Tina
and Queenie's apartment and the wonders of
MACUSA, this book invites you to colour your way
through the adventure - even from inside Newt's
case! You will also find numerous props and
artefacts inside, including wands, signs and symbols,
and maybe even a fantastic beast....
The Art of Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald, curated by concept artist Dermot
Power, and filled with unique insights from Stuart
Craig and the artists themselves about the
filmmaking journey, takes you on a thrilling journey
through a design process every bit as wonderful as
that encountered by Newt, Tina, Queenie, and Jacob
in the Wizarding World. Beautifully designed, and
bursting with hundreds of dazzling production
paintings and concept sketches, intricate card
models of the sets, storyboards, and matte paintings,
and sumptuously printed with “magical effects” and
enhanced with unique removables, this finely crafted
book—officially licensed by Warner Bros. Consumer
Products—presents a visual feast for readers, and a
truly immersive experience for fans of Fantastic
Beasts.
This handy guide highlights all your favourite
characters, locations and magical moments featured
in the film!
The essential film companion for Newt Scamander!
Relive the magic of Newt's world with this guidebook
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featuring your favourite scenes and quotes from
'Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them'.
Step inside the world of the talented art departments
who, led by Academy Award®-winning production
designer Stuart Craig, were responsible for the
creation of the unforgettable characters, locations
and beasts from the eagerly anticipated new
adventure in J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World. The
Art of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them,
edited by Dermot Power, concept artist on the film,
takes you on a magical journey through a design
process every bit as wonderful as that encountered
by Newt Scamander in the wizarding world: from the
earliest gatherings of the artists, designers and
filmmakers to the magical time of the film’s
production itself at Leavesden Studios. Bursting with
hundreds of production paintings, concept sketches,
storyboards, blueprints and matte paintings, and
filled with unique insights about the filmmaking
journey from Stuart Craig and the artists themselves,
this superb book – officially licensed by Warner Bros.
Consumer Products – presents a visual feast for
readers, and will welcome fans of Harry Potter films
into the world of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them.
Everyone remembers their secret imaginary world…but
what if you discovered that yours was real? When Arthur
and Rose were little, they were the heroes of Roar, a
magical world they invented where the wildest creations
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of their imaginations roamed. Now that they’re eleven,
Roar is just a distant memory. But it hasn’t forgotten
them. When their grandfather is spirited away into Roar
by the villain who still haunts their nightmares, Arthur and
Rose must go back to the world they’d almost left
behind. And when they get there, they discover that
Grandad isn’t the only one who needs their help. This
enchanting, action-packed novel is perfect for readers
who’ve always dreamed of exploring Narnia and
Neverland.
Record your own magical journey with this Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them–themed writing journal.
Featuring the spell from J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World
used to stun enemies, dueling opponents, and even the
occasional No-Maj, this finely crafted journal celebrates
the exquisite art and design of Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them. With sturdy construction and a
sewn binding, this journal lies flat, and the 192 lined, acidfree pages of high-quality, heavy stock paper take both
pen and pencil nicely to encourage inspiration. The
journal also features a ribbon placeholder, elastic
closure, and 7.5 x 4.5–inch back pocket, ideal for holding
photographs and sketches. Copyright © 2016
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM
characters, names and related indicia are © &TM
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: TM & ©
WBEI. J.K. ROWLING’S WIZARDING WORLD TM J.K.
Rowling and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing
Rights © JKR. (s16
Explore Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them in this
intricately illustrated black & white gallery of characters
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and scenes from the film and designs used in its making,
which is officially licensed by Warner Bros. Consumer
Products. From the bustling city streets and buildings of
a vibrant 1926 New York, to Tina and Queenie’s
apartment and the wonders of MACUSA, this book
invites you to color your way through the adventure –
even from inside Newt’s case! You will also find
numerous props and artifacts inside, including wands,
signs and symbols, and maybe even a fantastic beast….
"The Case of Beasts delivers an enchanting interactive
experience by sharing filmmaking secrets, film
photography and artwork, and behind-the-scenes stories
from cast and crew. Full of removable, facsimile
reproductions of props and paper ephemera from the
movie, along with some very special effects, this
collectible volume offers a unique look from the talented
group who created this movie magic."-Relive the wonder of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them with this spectacular souvenir folio, loaded with fullcolor photos from the film. Fantastic Beasts marks a new
era in J. K. Rowling's Wizarding World, which takes
place decades before Harry Potter. Filled with spells and
mysterious dark forces, the story follows Magizoologist
Newt Scamander and an unlikely band of heroes as they
recover magical beasts that have accidentally escaped
the hidden dimensions of Newt's deceptively nondescript
leather case and are loose in 1920s New York. This
Easy Piano collection by prolific popular-music arranger
Dan Coates makes memorable themes from the movie
accessible to students at the intermediate level. Helpful
fingering suggestions and pedaling indications are
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included. Titles: Newt Says Goodbye to Tina / Jacob's
Bakery * A Man and His Beasts * Blind Pig * End Titles
Pt. 2: Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them *
Kowalski Rag.
For use in schools and libraries only. A facsimile of Harry
Potter's own edition of this comprehensive work on
Magica Beasts, with Harry's friends' notes in the
margins.
Highlights all your favorite characters, locations, and
magical moments featured in the film! The experience of
this eBook will be best if viewed on a tablet.
Unleash your inner artist with this deluxe sketchbook
featuring creature art from Fantastic Beasts and Where
to Find Them. Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them
introduced fans to a host of exciting new magical
creatures from the wizarding world, imagined and
brought to life onscreen by the talented artists working
on the films. Now fans can design their own fantastic
creations with this deluxe sketchbook, featuring exciting
concept art of Nifflers, Thunderbirds, Erumpents, and
other creatures from the movies as inspiration. With
sturdy construction and sewn binding, this sketchbook
lies flat, and the 192 blank, acid-free pages of highquality heavy stock paper take both pen and pencil nicely
to invite a flow of inspiration. Includes a ribbon
placeholder, elastic closure, and 6.5 x 9.75–inch back
pocket, perfect for holding photographs and mementos.
Record your own magical journey with this Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them–themed writing journal. Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them takes viewers to 1920s New
York, introducing a whole new cast of wizards, witches, and
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No-Majs. This finely crafted journal celebrates the exquisite
art and design of the film, and is the perfect accessory for
fans of J.K. Rowling's Wizarding World. With sturdy
construction and a sewn binding, this journal lies flat, and the
192 lined, acid-free pages of high-quality, heavy stock paper
take both pen and pencil nicely to encourage inspiration. The
journal also features a ribbon placeholder, elastic closure,
and back pocket ideal for holding small photographs and
sketches.
Record your own magical journey with this Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them-themed writing journal. Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them follows Magizoologist Newt
Scamander as he has just completed a global excursion to
find and document an extraordinary array of magical
creatures. Designed to resemble Newt’s notebook as seen in
the film, this journal is emblazoned with Newt’s signature
logo and celebrates the exquisite art and design of Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them, making it a must-have for
fans of J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World. With sturdy
construction and a sewn binding, this journal lies flat, and the
192 lined, acid-free pages of high-quality, heavy stock paper
take both pen and pencil nicely to encourage inspiration. The
journal also features a ribbon placeholder, elastic closure,
and 7.5 x 4.5–inch back pocket, ideal for holding photographs
and sketches.
Step inside the world of the talented art departments who, led
by Academy Award®-winning production designer Stuart
Craig, were responsible for the creation of the unforgettable
characters, locations and beasts in J.K. Rowlingâe(tm)s
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. The Art of the
Film, edited by concept artist Dermot Power, takes you on a
magical journey through a design process every bit as
wonderful as Newt Scamanderâe(tm)s adventure in the
wizarding world. Bursting with hundreds of production
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paintings, concept sketches, storyboards, and matte
paintings, and filled with unique insights about the filmmaking
journey from Stuart Craig and the artists themselves, this
sumptuous volume presents a visual feast for readers, and
welcomes fans of the Harry Potter films into the world of
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them.
The essential film companion for Newt Scamander! Relive the
magic of Newt's world with this hardback guidebook featuring
your favourite scenes and quotes from Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them.
The Wizarding World journey continues . . . The powerful
Dark wizard Gellert Grindelwald was captured in New York
with the help of Newt Scamander. But, making good on his
threat, Grindelwald escapes custody and sets about
gathering followers, most of whom are unsuspecting of his
true agenda: to raise pure-blood wizards up to rule over all
non-magical beings. In an effort to thwart Grindelwald's plans,
Albus Dumbledore enlists Newt, his former Hogwarts student,
who agrees to help once again, unaware of the dangers that
lie ahead. Lines are drawn as love and loyalty are tested,
even among the truest friends and family, in an increasingly
divided wizarding world. Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald is the second screenplay in a five-film series to
be written by J.K. Rowling, author of the internationally
bestselling Harry Potter books. Set in 1927, a few months
after the events of Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find
Them, and moving from New York to London, Paris and even
back to Hogwarts, this story of mystery and magic reveals an
extraordinary new chapter in the wizarding world. Illustrated
with stunning line art from MinaLima with some surprising
nods to the Harry Potter stories that will delight fans of both
the books and films.
"A glance through Muggle art and literature of the Middle
Ages reveals that many of the creatures they now believe to
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be imaginary were then known to be real." As every fan of the
Harry Potter stories knows, the shelves of the Hogwarts
Library are home to all sorts of fascinating books. There are
three in particular you might have heard mentioned by certain
Hogwarts students, and that you can add to your reading list
too, including Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. A
set textbook at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
since publication, Newt Scamander's masterpiece has
entertained wizarding families through the generations.
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is an
indispensable introduction to the magical beasts of the
wizarding world. Flipping through the pages of Newt's famous
journal, you'll journey around the globe and discover the
many and varied creatures that he made it his life's work to
study and protect. Some of the beasts will be familiar to fans
of the Wizarding World - the Hippogriff, the Niffler, the
Hungarian Horntail... while others will surprise even the most
ardent amateur Magizoologist. Fans of Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them are sure to enjoy the other Hogwarts
Library books: Quidditch Through the Ages and The Tales of
Beedle the Bard. Comic Relief, operating name Charity
Projects, is a registered charity in the UK with charity nos.
326568 (England/Wales) and SC039730 (Scotland). Lumos
Foundation is a registered charity in the UK with no. 1112575
(England/Wales). 15% of the proceeds* received by
Pottermore Limited from this ebook will be made available to
the charities for their work across the UK and globally
including helping children and young people have a better
life. These proceeds will be shared 20% for Comic Relief and
80% for Lumos Foundation. *Proceeds means the cash-price
or cash-equivalent price less sales taxes.
A remarkable adventure by award-winning author Matthew J.
Kirby brings a fantastical American West filled with secrets
and spies and terrifying creatures to vivid life. In this
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extraordinary adventure story, Billy Bartram, his father, and a
secret society of philosophers and scientists venture into the
American wilderness in search of the lost people of the Welsh
Prince Madoc, seeking aid in the coming war against the
French. Traveling in a flying airship, the members of the
expedition find their lives frequently endangered in the
untamed American West by terrifying creatures, a party of
French soldiers hot on their trail, and the constant threat of
traitors and spies. Billy will face hazards greater than he can
ever imagine as, together with his father, he gets caught up in
the fight for the biggest prize of all: America. THE LOST
KINGDOM is an epic journey filled with marvelous exploits,
courage and intrigue, and a bold reimagining of a mythical
America. Matthew J. Kirby brings his signature storytelling
prowess and superb craft to this astonishing story of fathers
and sons, the beginnings of a nation, and wonder-filled
adventure.
Highlights all your favorite characters, locations, and magical
moments featured in the film!

Filled with dazzling drawings to color, Fantastic
Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald: Magical
Adventure Coloring Book irresistibly draws you into
J. K. Rowling's Wizarding World once again. This
third coloring book based on the Warner Bros. movie
leads you on a coloring adventure through the story,
capturing the most magical and exciting scenes,
including characters, locations, and beasts available
nowhere else, and takes coloring books to the next
level with a special gatefold that unfolds into one
gigantic coloring page. With Fantastic Beasts: The
Crimes of Grindelwald: Magical Adventure Coloring
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Book you can paint the Wizarding World in a new
palette all of your own choosing!
Return to the wizarding world and discover how
director David Yates and producer David Heyman
brought J.K. Rowling’s all new adventure, Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them to the big screen.
Inside the Magic: The Making of Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them introduces filmmaking fans
to Newt Scamander, Magizoologist, and the principal
characters, locations, artefacts and beasts that he
encounters in 1920s New York. Explore the
filmmaking magic behind MACUSA, the secretive
American counterpart of the Ministry of Magic; The
Blind Pig where the wizarding underworld gathers;
and the magical secrets of Newt’s case. Each
section contains profiles of the key characters, with
revealing insights from Eddie Redmayne, Colin
Farrell, Katherine Waterston, Alison Sudol, Dan
Fogler and many others, together with sections on
set design, costumes, make-up, special effects, art
department & props (especially wands!), which are
illuminated by interviews with David Heyman, David
Yates, Stuart Craig, Colleen Atwood and a magical
army of other crew. Packed with exciting photos that
reveal the filmmaking process in discerning detail,
this is the definitive adult companion book to the film,
and perfect introduction to Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them.
Color your way on a magical adventure as you step
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onto the streets of New York in 1926, and meet Newt
Scamander and his beasts! Then, unleash your
creativity to add color and life to the menagerie of
magical creatures that are presented in stunning
black & white detail in this officially licensed title by
Warner Bros. Consumer Products. From the Niffler
to the Swooping Evil, each is waiting for you to
breathe new life into them as you color your way into
the wizarding world.
Fans will have hours of fun with this interactive
activity book based on the movie, full of creative
prompts that will inspire fans to draw, doodle, color,
and create!
TINA "Ma'am. Yesterday a wizard entered New York
with a case. This case of magical creatures, and unfortunately - some have escaped." "TINA leads
NEWT past a hundred typewriters clacking away
unmanned, with a tangle of glass pipes hanging
down from the ceiling above them. As each memo or
form is completed by a typewriter, it folds itself into
an origami rat, which scurries up the appropriate
tube to the offices above. Two rats collide and fight,
tearing each other apart." MADAM PICQUERY
(O.S.) "Whatever it is, one thing's clear - it must be
stopped. It's terrorising No-Majs, and when No-Majs
are afraid, they attack. This could mean exposure. It
could mean war." "PAN AROUND to watch TINA
come through the door with NEWT. As they enter,
the whole entrance magically transforms from the
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Woolworth Building to the Magical Congress of the
United States of America (MACUSA)." Fun Facts
about Fantastic Beasts: The book is set way back in
1926 in New York, and it takes place before any of
Harry's adventures J.K. Rowling made her
screenplay debut with this book The movie will have
four more movies as sequels This book served as a
textbook for Harry Potter and many of his friends
when they studied at Hogwarts The Niffler - a
kleptomaniac shown in the movie - is very similar to
Echidnas sans the spines Muggles are known as
"No-Majs" in the American version of wizardry
Newt's only intention is to save all his creatures from
harm Graves is none other than Grindelwald - the
man responsible for several mysterious disturbances
occurring across the world **Don't miss the first
installment of the newest saga in the Harry Potter
adventures! J.K. Rowling debuts her first screenplay
with "Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them."
Learn about the world of wizardry in America long
before Harry and friends are ever born!***
Screenplay ReviewThe movie Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them serves as a prequel to Harry
Potter movies, but unlike the Harry Potter movies
that portray innocent children learning about magical
creatures, this movie is meant more for the adults.
There's no dearth of magical characters in this
movie, and even non-wizards aka No-Majs are
incredibly interesting, but what makes this movie
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impeccable is its comic timing. Potterheads will
perhaps enjoy Newt's character the most since the
gullible magizoologist tries his best to save his
creatures from harm. The other characters including
Tina, Queenie and Jacob play stellar roles, but
several creatures, including the Niffler, are sure to
make people watch the movie more than once!
Needless to say, the struggle of good versus evil is
highlighted well, and although a few scenes may be
a tad violent for young fans, it's certainly worth every
penny. Click Buy Now with 1-Click to Own Your
Copy Today!
Go behind the scenes of J. K. Rowling's magical
universe of creatures and wizards in this exciting fullcolour companion volume to Fantastic Beasts: The
Crimes of Grindelwald. Newt, Tina, Queenie, and
Jacob, the beloved heroes of Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them, are back! In this second
adventure, they're joined by fan favourites from the
Harry Potter universe, including Albus Dumbledore,
Nicolas Flamel, and the villainous Gellert
Grindelwald. Officially licensed by Warner Bros.
Consumer Products and designed by MinaLima - the
creative force behind the graphics and many of the
props for the first Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them as well as the Harry Potter films - this
authorised tie-in compendium delivers a rich and
unique 'making of' experience for fans of all ages.
This keepsake treasury offers an imaginative, closePage 18/19
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up look at Newt Scamander and his colourful trove of
cohorts - beasts and wizards alike - as they face off
against the evil forces of Gellert Grindelwald, one of
the world's most powerful dark wizards, in a story
that travels from New York City to London and onto
Paris. Brimming with film-making secrets, full-colour
artwork, and stories from the cast and crew, this
magnificent book is modelled after a special item
from the movie, and features removable facsimile
reproductions of props and other materials from the
movie, along with some very special effects. A
tribute to moviemaking magic, it is an essential for
every Wizarding World fan, aspiring concept artists
and designers, and cinema buffs.
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